EXPERIMENTAL COOLER BOX PERFORMANCE USING TWO DIFFERENT HEAT REMOVAL UNITS: A HEAT SINK FIN-FAN, AND A DOUBLE FAN HEAT PIPE
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ABSTRACT

A comparison study of the use of two different heat removal units was conducted to examine the performance of thermoelectric cooler box. The heat removal units employed were a heat sink fin-fan and a double fan heat pipe. Parameters measured as performance indicators are cooling capacity, temperature differences, and COP. In addition, the effect of electrical power on temperature difference and COP was also investigated. The cooler box size is 285 mm x 245 mm x 200 mm and constructed from styrofoam. The results show that there is no difference of the use of a double fan heat pipe or a heat sink fin-fan on the cooler box performances. The Carnot COP decreases with the time, while the experimental COP increases with the time then it is constant after the steady condition has been achieved. Increasing the power decreases the COP but increases the temperature difference.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A portable medical refrigerator is essential to carry out planned immunization, preventive injection, serum and biological preparations. Over the past years until nowadays, a small box filled with ice is commonly used for transporting/ storing fish by fishermen. Foam cotton, ice bottle, glass liner are also used as insulation materials to prevent the heat coming into/ out the storage box. Ice cream sellers using a motorbike also use styrofoam boxes filled with an ice stone to avert their ice cream melting. This manner is not easy and effective. Also, using cotton, foam and other materials to make the box at a constant temperature causes the package to be large, small volume, and high cost, etc. (Yang et al., 1991). Therefore, there is an urgent demand for such works to find a new cooler box that is portable, small power, and temperature-controlled.

To fulfill the demand, a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) box is a better choice. TEC is a new artificial refrigeration technology which is based on the Peltier effect. The cold side of the thermoelectric can be used for absorbing heat or cooling things. Abdulla-Wahab et al. (2009), Rawat et al. (2013), Reddy (2016), Ananta et al. (2017). Recently, studies on TEC have been quickly developed. Although the efficiency of TEC is lower compared with traditional refrigeration, it is irreplaceable for some cases. TEC is quiet, portable, and environmentally friendly and it has a high temperature-controlling capacity, Deng (1992). Furthermore, the advantages of TEC are no leakage problem, very compact, durable, easy in maintenance, and low power, Andersen (1962), Mei et al. (1989), McNaughton et al. (1995). Hence, it is suitable to be applied to the medical field or other purposes as mentioned in the previous paragraph.

Most previous work on TEC system has examined optimization and performance improvement of electronic devices by building various thermoelectric modules, Shen et al. (2013), Cai et al. (2016), Cai et al. (2017), Chen et al. (2015), Lineykin and Ben-Yaakov (2007), Manikandan and Kaushik (2015). However, increasing the performance of the cooler box is difficult due to low COP (coefficient of performance) of the thermoelectric module (TE). Some researchers tried to increase the performance of TE by discovering new materials, e.g. Ghoshal et al. (2002), Yang et al. (1991) and Lee et al. (2015). Nevertheless, what they did does not improve the performance much. Then Lu et al. (2014) enhanced their TE refrigeration system by applying inhomogeneous thermal conductivity materials. They elucidated that this method increased the performance of the cooling system. Moreover, Rabari et al. (2015) investigated the effect of a thermal conductivity on the performance of TE systems. They concluded that this way increased the COP. Atrey (1998) increased the COP in applications. They revealed that using low thermal impedance liquid raised the COP surprisingly, and even when they applied a solid heat sink, the COP obtained was approximately ranging from 0.4-0.6, but when they utilized liquid as the heat sink, the COP leveled by of approximately 0.95-1.85. Recently Reddy et al. (2013) also performed an investigation to increase the COP of their thermoelectric cooling system. They found a significant increase in COP or performance. Yu and Wang (2009) improved TE cooling system using internally cascaded TE couples and they found the significant increase in COP. Nevertheless, most of them found that COP of TEC was still lower than 1, see also Table 1.

From the above literature or Table 1, several types of heat sink installed on the hot side of TE to remove the heat have been investigated. Nevertheless, none of them investigated the effect of the use of different heat sinks (outer heat sinks) on the cooler box performance. Meanwhile, different heat sinks have different capacity to remove heat from the hot side of TE. Although the power used to operate the cooler box is the same, but different heat sinks employed may result in different performances. Therefore, this study investigates the effect of two different outer heat sinks on the cooler box performance.
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x 6.0 mm, and the TE contains 190 stacks of the P-N semiconductor (between two ceramic plates). The dimension of TE is 40 mm x 40 mm thermoelectric is ceramic (both surface), the semiconductor material (model TEC2-25408) as shown in Fig. 2(c). The material of the Professional Vichy Vc8145 Dmm Digital Bench Top Multimeter), see Table 2. The size of the cooler box was approximately of 285 mm x 245 mm x 200 mm, while the thickness of the box walls was 30 mm. Therefore, the volume of the cooler box is of 0.00489 m³.

Experiments were conducted using two different heat removal units, and the data were analyzed to determine the cooling capacities (Qc) and the COP. After that, the Qc and COP obtained using heat sink fin-fan unit are compared with those attained using the double fan heat pipe unit. All experiments were conducted under the same conditions. In addition, experiments investigating the effect of the thermoelectric power on the cooler box performances were also performed as additional information in this paper. The power used in this study were ranging from 1.04 W to 38.76 W, see Table 3.

### Table 3 Volt, current and power tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested power variable:</th>
<th>F(Volt)</th>
<th>I(Ampere)</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat sink fin-fan</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>8.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>19.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>23.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>38.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double fan heat pipe</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>18.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>24.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.22</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>36.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Heat Transfer Analysis

In this study, some equations are used to estimate the cooling capacity such as heat from the air inside the cooler box, heat conduction through the cooler box walls, COP. To estimate the air heat absorbed by the inner heat sink, an equation taken from Cengel (2003) can be utilized. This equation was also used by Ananta et al. (2017), Gokcek and Sahin (2017). Actually, this equation is an equation to predict the heat from the product in the refrigerator or cooler box. In this study, inside the cooler box is only air, therefore, the air represents the product owing mass and

### Table 1 COP reported in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Volume (m³)</th>
<th>ΔT=T_{H}–T_{C}(°C)</th>
<th>Module power (W)-number</th>
<th>COP</th>
<th>Hot side system</th>
<th>Cold side system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abdul-Wahab et al. (2009)</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9.5-10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>Air heat sink fan, forced flow</td>
<td>Air heat sink fan, forced flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ananta et al. (2017)</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>12-2</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>Air heat sink fan</td>
<td>Heat sink natural flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vian and Astrain (2008)</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>50-1</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>Phase change Thermosypon</td>
<td>Thermosypon porous media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min and Rowe (2006)</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52-1</td>
<td>0.3-0.5</td>
<td>Liquid heat exchanger</td>
<td>Finned heat sink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jugsujinda et al. (2011)</td>
<td>8.3x10⁻⁷</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Air flow</td>
<td>Planar heat pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan and Zhao (2015)</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>50-2</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>Thermosypon with two phase</td>
<td>Thermosypon with two phase and capillary lift and cold extender</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Experimental Facility and Method

The schematic diagram of the cooler box system is shown in Fig. 1. At the beginning of the experiment, all temperatures were the same as the ambient temperature. For simplifying the cooler box model, the cooler box was made of styrofoam materials. Such cooler box is usually used by fishermen when they are fishing. However, this box can also be utilized for cooling drinking water or soft drink or even ice creams.
specific heat. The properties of the air at the atmospheric pressure can be seen in Cengel (2003).

$$Q = \frac{dE}{dt} = \frac{d\left(mcpT\right)}{dt} = \frac{m(i)c(T(i)-T(i-1))}{dt}$$ (1)

Where $Q$ is the heat transfer rate from the air (product) inside the cooler box (W), $m$ is the product mass (kg), $c_p$ is the specific heat of the air (product) (J/kg°C), $T$ is the air temperature that is equal to the average temperature of the cooler box space (°C), and $t$ is the time during the cooler box is operated (s).

$$Q_c = Q + Q_k$$ (4)

Then, the experimental coefficient of performance of the cooler box can be expressed as:

$$COP = \frac{Q_c}{P_{in}} = \frac{Q_c}{VI}$$ (5)

Where $Q_c$ is the cooling capacity (W) that is equal to the amount of the heat absorbed by the inner heat sink and flowed toward the cold side of the thermoelectric.

**Fig. 2** Heat sink; (a) heat sink fin-fan, (b) double fan heat pipe, (c) thermoelectric and (d) multimeter.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1 Temperatures and $\Delta T$

This current study was intended to investigate the different performance of the thermoelectric cooler box using two different heat removal units. However, the important things indicating the thermoelectric cooler box performances are the cooler box temperature and coefficient of performance (COP). Cooler box temperatures were measured for about 10000 s so that the transient trends of the temperature could be seen entirety, see figure 3. In general, figure 3 shows that increasing the power decreases the room temperatures. At the power of about 1 W, the room temperature that can be reached is around 18°C for the heat sink and fan (HSF), or 16°C for the double fan heat pipe (DFHP). All temperatures decrease with increasing observation time as also found by Tota la et al. (2014), Tan and Zhao (2015), Ananta et al. (2017). Using DFHP, the cooler box has lower temperatures at the same power, however, figure 3 may not be able to be used for making a conclusion about the use of HSF or DFHP. The reason is that the room temperature resulted depends on the hot side temperature as well. Higher hot side temperatures at the same given power may elevate the room temperature and vice versa. Therefore, using temperature differences to assess the performance of the cooler box employing HSF and DFHP is more convenient.
3.2 Heat Transfer Rate

Heat transfer rate in this study comprises (i) heat transfer rate from the air inside the cooler box, (ii) heat transfer rate from conduction heat transfer flowing from the ambient to the cooler box room through the cooler box walls. The last heat transfer rate is seldom presented in the literature of cooling system using thermoelectric. Therefore, this is becoming the focus of this current study. To calculate the heat transfer rate from the air, Eq. (1) can be used. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

\[
Q_c = \frac{Q_{c,max} (\Delta T_{max} - \Delta T)}{\Delta T_{max}} 
\]

Where \( Q_{c,max} \) is the maximum cooling capacity (W) and \( \Delta T_{max} \) is the maximum temperature difference (°C). The maximum cooling capacity is 65 (W) and the maximum temperature difference is 80°C.

Fig. 3 Room temperatures at several powers; (a) heat sink and fan heat removal unit (HSF), (b) double fan heat pipe (heat removal unit DFHP).

From Fig. 4, it can be seen that at the same given power, using HSF results in higher \( \Delta T \). Meanwhile, based on the theory of thermoelectric, see Eq. (5), higher \( \Delta T \) at the same power reduces the cooling capacity of the TE. http://www.ferrotec-nord.com/support/choosing-thermoelectric-modules.

\[
Q_c = \frac{Q_{c,max} (\Delta T_{max} - \Delta T)}{\Delta T_{max}} 
\]

Fig. 4 Effect of power on \( \Delta T \) for both DFHP and HSF

In Fig. 5, heat transfer rate from the air at all powers decreases with the time but increases with the power. The decreased heat transfer rate is due to the cooler box room temperatures. The cooler box room temperatures decrease with the time and even become constant after steady conditions have been reached. At the steady condition, the heat transfer rate from the air is zero, however, the conduction heat transfer becomes dominant. The dominant heat transfer is presented in Fig. 6. Nevertheless, phenomena in Fig. 5 are obvious due to Eq. (1), but perhaps none of the above literature presented the phenomena. Therefore, the authors are persuaded to include the phenomena in this paper as a reference for further research in the use of TE for the cooler box. From Fig. 5, it is clear that the peak of the air heat transfer rate for HSF is higher than that of DFHP especially at the time of around 2000 s. However, after that, they both get constant and close to zero.

As presented in Fig. 6, the conduction heat transfer rate has different trend compared with the heat transfer rate from the air. The conduction heat transfer rate increases with the observation time. This is also due to the cooler box room temperatures. The lower cooler box temperature, the higher conduction heat transfer rate prevails. This agrees with Eq. (2).

When \( T_{a(0)} \) gets lower while \( T_{a(i)} \) remains persistent, then \( Q_k \) increases. The trends occurring are similar at all given powers. In Fig. 6, there is an opposite phenomenon, the conduction heat transfer rate obtained...
using HSF seems to be higher than that attained using the DFHP. At the power of 38.76 W for the HSF, the conduction heat transfer rate is approximately of 0.08 W, while that for the DFHP at the power of 36.05 W is approximately of 0.068 W. Meanwhile, at the lower power, the conduction heat transfer rate for HSF is almost the same as that of DFHP. Further analysis that may be able to give clear information about the use of those two different heat removal units is given in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 presents the total heat transfer rate or the cooling capacity for both HSF and DFHP at various operating powers. Here is clear that the total heat transfer rate for HSF is higher than that for DFHP. However, at the lower power such as around 1 W, the DFHP results in higher \( Q_c \).

### 3.3 Carnot COP and Experimental COP

Figs. 8 and 9 present COP of the cooler box for both heat removal units. There are two kinds of COP that can be explored in this study. First is COP based on the Carnot refrigeration engine, Fig. 8, and the second is experimental COP based on the cooling capacity calculations, Fig. 9. From Fig. 8, it can be seen that the COP decreases with the time and then it gets constant. The trends are similar for all, even these were also found by Jugssujinda et al. (2011), Gokcek and Sahin (2017). At the lower power, the COP based on the Carnot refrigeration system for HSF is greater than that of DFHP, while at the higher power, the COP is almost the same for both HSF and DFHP. The Carnot COP is obtained using Eq. (7).

\[
COP = \frac{T_c}{T_f} - \frac{T_c}{T_H}
\]

(7)

Where in Eq. (7) the temperatures are in absolute (K). This equation was used in Jugssujinda et al. (2011), Su et al. (2018). They used Eq. (7) to present their COP rather than experimental COP based on actual cooling capacities. Moreover, they did not present the conduction heat transfer rate.

Experimental COP increases with the time after conditions reach steady state, and then it becomes constant. This phenomenon occurs for both HSF and DFHP. In Fig. 9, it can be seen that at the lower power, the experimental COP for DFHP is higher than that of HSF, while at the higher powers, it almost the same. Moreover, at the lower power, Figs. 8 and 9 contradict each other. From the experimental COP, Fig. 9, it can be concluded that using DFHP is better. Considering the fan power used for HSF and DFHP may be important. The HSF uses one fan with a power of 1.56 W, while the DFHP employs a double fan with the power of 8.4 W. Therefore, the use of HSF is more convenient.
4. CONCLUSION

Experimental study on the use of two different heat removal units applied to the cooler box has been performed. The comparison of COP resulted in the use of heat sink fin-fan unit and double fan heat pipe unit has been analyzed and discussed. Some conclusion can be drawn as follows:

1. The cooler box temperature decreases with the time.
2. The heat transfer rates from the air decrease with the time.
3. The conduction heat transfer rate increases with the time then after the steady conditions have been achieved, it is constant.
4. The Carnot COP decreases with the time, and then after a steady condition occurs it becomes constant.
5. The experimental COP increases with the time, and then it is constant after it has been steady.
6. The effect of the heat removal unit is not clear, but when the energy consumed by the unit is considered, the heat sink fin-fan is more reliable.
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NOMENCLATURE

- $A$: heat transfer area (m²)
- $c_p$: specific heat (J/kg K)
- $dE$: the change of energy (J)
- $dt$: the change of time (s)
- $dx$: the change of wall thickness (m)
- $I$: current (A)
- $k$: thermal conductivity (W/m K)
- $m$: mass (kg)
- $P_{in}$: input power (W)
- $Q$: heat transfer rate (W)
- $t$: time (s)
- $T$: temperature (°C)
- $V$: voltage (V)
- $x$: wall thickness (m)

Greek Symbols

- $\Delta$: delta

Subscripts

- $C$: cold side
- $H$: hot side
- $in$: input
- $k$: conduction

Abbreviation

- COP: coefficient of performance
- DFHP: double fan heat pipe
- HSF: heat sink fin-fan
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